FlexMount Projector Mount

Ceiling Mount
1. Remove ¼”-20 socket head bolt on ceiling plate to remove lower portion of mount.
2. Install the ceiling plate with (4) 5/16” bolts to structural attachment points. Lag screws may be used when attaching to wood joists.
3. Reattach the lower portion of the mount.
4. Loosen hardware and adjust arms to proper length to align with the projector mount. Use long or short arms to align to the holes. Keep the projector’s center of gravity under the mount as much as possible. Tighten hardware when adjusted.
5. Loosen and adjust the mount feet to the proper height for any projector stand-offs, tighten.
6. Align interface plate into holes on mount, slide stand off bolts into slots and tighten. Be sure the thumbscrews are fully seated in the tapered hole slot. If the projector interface plate has a tab, a ¼”-20 security bolt may be added to secure the interface plate to the mount.
7. Attach power and signal cables to projector, turn projector on.
8. Adjust left-to-right yaw. When desired position is attained, tighten ¼”-20 ring on coupler to mount.
9. Loosen tilt with a 3/16” Allen wrench. Tighten when a level image is achieved.
10. Loosen up-down pitch with a 3/16” Allen wrench. Tighten when at desired projection position. NOTE: A T-Handle allen wrench is recommended as the space between projector and the ceiling plate is close.
11. If your projector accommodates a Kensington lock, insert through the opening of the mount head and attach to projector.

Pole Mount
1. Install a 2” NPT pipe with male threads on lower end from the ceiling. Aftermarket mounting pans and accessories are available.
2. Thread locking ring onto pipe. Thread mount onto pipe and leave locking ring loose.
3. Loosen hardware and adjust arms to proper length to align with the projector mount. Use long or short arms to align to the holes. Keep the projector’s center of gravity under the mount as much as possible. Tighten hardware when adjusted.
4. Loosen and adjust the mount feet to the proper height for any projector stand offs. Tighten.
5. Attach interface plate to projector.
6. Align interface plate into holes on mount, slide stand off bolts into slots and tighten. Be sure the thumbscrews are fully seated in the tapered hole slot. If the projector interface plate has a tab, a ¼”-20 security bolt may be added to secure the interface plate to the mount.
7. Insert power and signal cables through pipe and out the top of the mount head to the projector, turn projector on.
8. Adjust left-to-right yaw. When desired position is attained, tighten locking ring on pipe to mount.
9. Loosen tilt with a 3/16” Allen wrench. Tighten when a level image is achieved.
10. Loosen up-down pitch with a 3/16” Allen wrench. Tighten when at desired projection position.
11. If your projector accommodates a Kensington lock, insert through the opening of the mount head and attach to projector.

June 2005
Pole Mount Assembly

Notes:
1. Unit is to be built in pole mount assembly view for shipping.
2. Attach item 6 to item 7 with item 8 & 9 and place in separate bag and placed in box with pole mount assembly.
3. Unit to be shipped with qty 1 - 3/16” L-key (DDI#2600-1735) for adjusting unit.

Item No  | Qty  | Part No  | Description
---|---|---|---
1  | 1  | 72-601 | Knuckle
2  | 1  | 72-602 | Lower Mount Arm
3  | 2  | 6000-1385 | 1/4-20 Tri-Lock Nut, STL, BZ
4  | 1  | 72-603 | Threaded Collar - 2”
5  | 2  | 1/4-20 x 1-1/2” SHCS
6  | 1  | 72-591 | Adapter Bracket
7  | 1  | 72-590 | Adapter Plate
8  | 2  | 5950-1235 | 1/4”, FL WASHER, SAE, STL, PL
9  | 2  | 6000-1335 | 1/4-20, NYL Lock Nut, STL, ZI

Sticker Detail

Apply sticker in this area centered under nut.
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